How to Set Up Cots

1. Support rail (x2)
2. Unfold side rails and legs so legs are on same side
3. Stand cot on legs, sit on and/or punch fabric to stretch it
4. Slide support rails through tubes in fabric on cot ends
   Snap 3 of 4 holes onto the buffers on ends of side rails
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The last hole is the hardest. Pull as much of the fabric as possible toward the second support rail.

6a) Pull the support rail until it just overlaps the side rail.
6b) If necessary, use a lever between the frame and support rail to lever the last hole on the support rail into position. Be careful not to bend the frame.

6c) Alternatively, you can step on the support rail near the last hole and lever the side rail into position with your hands.

7) Test the cot for stability